
Host John A says:
**** Begin Pharaoh***** 
   " Risan Holiday"

OPS Stidd says:
::checks all systems and prepares for shutdown::

CEO Starks says:
:: in cabin finishing packing a small duffel bag, buttons up my shirt.. thinking how long it's been since I wore civilian clothes ::

FCO Horn says:
::At helm control, checking that everything is in order::

CO Fowler says:
::In ready room::

TO Williams says:
::In his room, suiting up, but still packs his phaser on him... always on duty::

CSO Ikari says:
::checks out his shorts in the mirror in his quarters and notices how pale his legs have gotten::

OPS Stidd says:
*CO*: All appears to be in order Ma'am.

Host John A says:
ACTION: The Pharaoh is hailed by space dock Risa...

CO Fowler says:
*OPS*: Good

FCO Horn says:
ALL: Receiving transmission from Risa

OPS Stidd says:
*CO*: Risa is on the comm.

CEO Starks says:
:: sounds door chime on Shinji's cabin ::

CTO Riker says:
*TO*   Ryan report to the  bridge 

CO Fowler says:
*OPS*: On my way

CO Fowler says:
::leaves the RR and enters the bridge::

CSO Ikari says:
::notices chime:: Aloud: It's open

OPS Stidd says:
::opens the channel to the space dock::

TO Williams says:
::sighs:: *CTO*: Yes sir, on my way.

CTO Riker says:
*TO*   never  mind Ryan 

TO Williams says:
::Gets up, and heads for the TL::

CEO Starks says:
:: opens the door with a duffel bag over one shoulder, wearing tinting glasses instead of the normal specs, and wearing what must be the loudest most obnoxious colored shirt ever made ::

CTO Riker says:
*TO*   something   came up

TO Williams says:
*CTO*: Thanks ::smirks::

OPS Stidd says:
CO: Channel open.

CEO Starks says:
CSO: ready for the beach Ike?

CSO Ikari says:
::notices the shirt:: CEO: I see why you need those shades... ::chuckles::

CTO Riker says:
*TO*   but i still need that inventory i asked for  ASAP 

TO Williams says:
::Walks by the CEO:: CEO: Nice shirt...

Host John A says:
<RISA> Pharaoh: Proceed to docking port 3Alpha. Dock just above the USS Louisville

CO Fowler says:
::Moves to the 'Big Chair' and stands next to it:: OPS: Ask for permission to go into orbit

TO Williams says:
::Stops to chat with the CSO/CEO::

CEO Starks says:
:: looks down at shirt, then back at Ike.. ::  CSO:...what?

TO Williams says:
*CTO*: Yes sir

CEO Starks says:
TO: you know you want one!

TO Williams says:
::Grins at the CEO:: CEO: SURE....

CSO Ikari says:
::rolls his eyes:: CEO: You're hopeless bud.

Host John A says:
<RISA> Com: Pharaoh: our orders show you are to stand down for at least 72 hours. Enjoy your stay!

CO Fowler says:
FCO: Take us in Mr. Horn

FCO Horn says:
::engages thruster and proceeds to docking port3::

TO Williams says:
::Pulls out some really cool shades:: CEO: But check these out...

CEO Starks says:
CSO/TO: to the bridge gents?

CO Fowler says:
COM: Risa: Thank you. We will

TO Williams says:
::Slips on his shades::

CEO Starks says:
TO: ooo classic ::grins::

OPS Stidd says:
::closes channel::

TO Williams says:
CSO/CEO: Yes, bow in envy... ::grins::

CEO Starks says:
:: moves to the turbo lift ::

CEO Starks says:
TL: deck one

CSO Ikari says:
TO: You forgot to say "sir"  ::beams a grin at Jimmy::

CEO Starks says:
::laugh it up science boy  ::TL door closes ::

FCO Horn says:
::with a slit thud (hardly noticeable) docks the ship:: ALL: Ship is docked.

TO Williams says:
CSO: Sure

OPS Stidd says:
::begins shutting down the non essentials::

CO Fowler says:
OPS: Put me on ship wide

TO Williams says:
CSO: Shall we go?

FCO Horn says:
::powers down engines and puts helm control on standby::

CEO Starks says:
:: enters bridge with me shades and loud shirt :: CO: ready for some R&R Captain?

OPS Stidd says:
CO: aye ma’am .::opens ship wide Comm system::

CSO Ikari says:
TO: After you.  ::heads to the turbolift::

CO Fowler says:
ALL: We are here at Risa.  Please behave yourselves while we're here.  And.... have fun

TO Williams says:
::Heads for the TL::

OPS Stidd says:
self: for some thats an oxymoron.

FCO Horn says:
::looks at CO:: CO: Permission to go change?

TO Williams says:
::Heads for the TR for beam-down::

CSO Ikari says:
::arrives in the TR::

CO Fowler says:
CEO: Jimmy, where did you ever find that?! ::Grinning::

TO Williams says:
::Nods to the CPO to beam the CSO and him down::

OPS Stidd says:
::powers everything down in sequence::

CO Fowler says:
::Nods at the FCO:: FCO: Yes

EO Walde says:
::Goes to TR to beam-down.::

CEO Starks says:
CO: my mom sent it to me from earth weeks ago...I think it was made for this place ::grins::

FCO Horn says:
CO: Thank you Ma'am ::gets up and heads for quarters to pick up bag and change into her off duty clothes::

CO Fowler says:
::Looks at her crew:: All: Well, lets do it ::with a huge smile on her face::

CEO Starks says:
CO: I guess I'll head for the TR and catch up with Ike.. you coming Captain?

Host John A says:
ACTION: The crew appears in a bright open plaza full of scantily dressed people

OPS Stidd says:
::goes to Quarters to gather some things then to the tr to beam down::

TO Williams says:
::Grins at the CSO:: CSO: We DID come to the right place

CO Fowler says:
CEO: Wouldn't miss this for the universe, Jimmy ::Trying not to giggle at his 'outfit'::

CSO Ikari says:
::shields his eyes from the bright sunshine::

CEO Starks says:
CO: see you down there ::big grin as I head out of the bridge ::

FCO Horn says:
ALL: what should we do first? ::looking at the shops::

TO Williams says:
::Grins at the CSO covering his eyes:: CSO: I have a second pair of sunglasses....

Host John A says:
ACTION: A hairy man from earth’s Caribbean region sits on a bench and plays guitar

CO Fowler says:
::Takes a deep breath, enjoying the fresh air::

CTO Riker says:
:: looks at the to :: TO:   care to join me  Ryan  drinks  are on me  

CSO Ikari says:
TO: Oh, I look stupid in shades.  It'll just take a while to adjust.

TO Williams says:
::Hands the CSO some really cool shades:: CSO: Are you sure?

OPS Stidd says:
::Looks around the scenery::

EO Walde says:
::Looks for a Bar or a shade tree, whatever comes first.::

CEO Starks says:
:: materializes next to Shinji, takes a deep breath and pats Shinji on the shoulder :: CSO: Okay! It's official I loev this place!

Host Rasta Mohn says:
::strums:: All: Oh pirate ships day rob I....

CSO Ikari says:
TO: Ah, what the heck.  ::puts on the sunglasses:: CEO/TO: Well?

Host Rasta Mohn says:
:: notices the newcomers::

TO Williams says:
CTO: Not right now

CEO Starks says:
:: watch some of the local women folk walk by ::CSO/TO: remind me to thank admiral Crenshaw

TO Williams says:
::Motions to the CEO/CSO to a really cool looking new gadgets store:: CEO/CSO: Lets look at this place...

Host Rasta Mohn says:
All: could ya spare a credit or to for de poor musician?

FCO Horn says:
::Looks around and notices Mr. Starks shirt:: CEO: where did you get that shirt?

TO Williams says:
::Throws a small piece of latinum to Rasta mohn::

Host Rasta Mohn says:
::strums"" cuz none of dem can stoppa da times... wone you hep to sing....

CEO Starks says:
FCO: ::huge grin:: My MOM gave it to me!

CO Fowler says:
::Sees the man and tosses him a credit:: Rasta_mohn: Here you are. Nice music

OPS Stidd says:
::Begins to walk around examining the flora:: Self: interesting

FCO Horn says:
CEO: it would make a great bikini ::smiles as she speaks::

Host Rasta Mohn says:
CO\TO: God bless ya Mohn! ::raises index and middle fingers in a "v"::

TO Williams says:
::Looks at a really weird looking gadget:: CSO: What’s this Mr. science guy

CEO Starks says:
:: looks to the "rasta Mon:: Rasta: sorry we don't use money ::grins and walks toward the bar::

CSO Ikari says:
TO: I think I'm going to stay away from technology for the next few days.  I just want to sit out in the sun and read some books.

TO Williams says:
::Grins at the singing man off in the distance and nods::

Samurai says:
;;approaches the group:: All: Scuse please.  Are you from the Pharoah?

CEO Starks says:
FCO: I'll let my mom know that ::walks past the group to the nearest tikki bar ::

CO Fowler says:
Samurai: Yes, why?

EO Walde says:
::Finds a Bar. Plants herself on the first stool and orders some Ale.::

Samurai says:
CO: I seek one of your crew, a man by the name of Ikari-san.

Braun says:
:: sees the captain with her crew and approaches them ::

FCO Horn says:
::Looks at Samurai::

Host Rasta Mohn says:
::strums:: We jammin! Hey I wanna jam it wit you... Jammin!

CEO Starks says:
::sits next to Emma:: Bartender: make that 2! EO: how have you been Emma?

CO Fowler says:
CSO: Ike, there is someone looking for you

TO Williams says:
::Puts the gadget down:: CSO: Have any other ideas?

CSO Ikari says:
::steps forward::  Samurai: That's me.  Do I know you?

CO Fowler says:
::Notices some shops:: FCO: Alex, there’s some nice looking shops over there ::Points up the beach::

TO Williams says:
::Follows Ike to the Samurai guy::

CTO Riker says:
:: walks down to the hotel and walks inside to the front desk ::  MANAGER:  has a  karila Riker checked in  yet  ?

EO Walde says:
CEO: Good, just to busy. How about you?

CO Fowler says:
::Talking to Horn, but staying close by just in case::

Braun says:
:: smiles :: CO:  Captain Fowler...?

Host Rasta Mohn says:
ACTION: the Manager nods and hands Riker a pager

CO Fowler says:
::Turns:: Braun: Jakob! 

FCO Horn says:
CO: Sounds good, want to go?

Samurai says:
Ike: My Master knows you and has sent me to deliver something to you as well as give yu a message.

Braun says:
:: laughs :: CO:  Nancy!  ::moves close to give her a big hug ::

CO Fowler says:
::Hugs Jakob:: Braun: Its so good to see you. When did you get here?

CEO Starks says:
EO: well deck 4 is an utter mess from the null space void we were in but a new coat of paint will do wonders, I think you and I are the only ones who go down there anyway...But enough about work ::sips ALE::

TO Williams says:
CEO: What do you think we should do? ::Winks at a scantly clothed lady that waved at him::

CTO Riker says:
<MANAGER> RIKER: let me  cheek ::  does some typing on a  computer :: yes  :: hands  Riker  a piece of paper  with her room # on it :: 

Samurai says:
Ike: May we go somewhere to speak in private, Ikari-san.

CSO Ikari says:
Samurai: May I ask who your master is?

CTO Riker says:
MANAGER: thanks 

Braun says:
CO:  The Louisville dropped me off a couple of days ago... :: looks around :: never been here before... nice place...

CO Fowler says:
Braun: Oh, where are my manners. Jakob, this is my FCO. Alex, this is my good friend Jakob Braun

CEO Starks says:
TO: do what comes naturally boy!

CSO Ikari says:
::looks around:: Samurai: Sounds like a good idea, lead the way.

FCO Horn says:
::turns to Braun and shakes hand:: Braun: Nice to meet you

Braun says:
:: extends a hand to the FCO :: FCO:  Please to meet you...

Braun says:
FCO:  Pilot, eh...?  :: grins ::

CTO Riker says:
:: walks up stairs :: 

CO Fowler says:
Braun: Alex and I were going to check out the shops, care to join us?

Samurai says:
::Heads off for a large clearing surrounded by trees::

FCO Horn says:
Braun: The best pilot in Starfleet

Braun says:
CO:  I would love to...

CTO Riker says:
:: looks at the paper :: SELF:  here we go  ::   rings door chimes :: 

TO Williams says:
::Grins at the CEO:: CEO: Definitely agreed

CSO Ikari says:
::follows the stranger::

Braun says:
:: laughs aloud :: FCO:  We should get along just fine...

CO Fowler says:
Braun: Now don't go filling her head with all kinds of lies ::Grins and gives him a friendly jab with her elbow::

Samurai says:
::Once there he checks that there are no others around;;

CEO Starks says:
TO: then carry on LT> ::half salutes with a smile and takes another drink of the ale ::

FCO Horn says:
::giggles at the comment::

TO Williams says:
::Looks at the FCO:: CEO: What do you think of the FCO. ::Grins::

Samurai says:
Ike: This is a good spot

CSO Ikari says:
Samurai: Ok, so what is it you need to give me?

CTO Riker says:
::  the  door  opens :: 

CO Fowler says:
FCO/Braun: Then lets go ::heads off to the shops but looks to see where Ike has gone to::

Braun says:
:: follows the captain and the flight control officer ::

FCO Horn says:
::follows Nan and Braun::

CEO Starks says:
:: looks at FCO and then back to the TO :: TO: ain’t never seen anything like him..her, whatever. But she can fly I'll give Her that

CTO Riker says:
karila:   sweetheart  ::  kisses his wife on the lips   and  hugs her ::

Samurai says:
Ike: This comes with a message, that is I am very proud of you and you have let no one down especially me. ::Hands Ike a package::

TO Williams says:
::Grins at the CEO:: CEO: Also agreed

Braun says:
CO:  Norway class, eh...?

CO Fowler says:
::Nods:: Braun: Yes. She is a bit bigger than the Pharaoh.  Take some getting used to

CSO Ikari says:
::cocks his eyebrow a little as he takes the package::

CEO Starks says:
:: finishes Ale :: TO/EO: well I'm off to get me a Hor’ghan and a spot on the beach

Braun says:
CO:  Yeah.  I had the same trouble with the Huron.  It was like flying a pig.

FCO Horn says:
::perks ears slightly:: CO/Braun: Norway Class. Seen the specs. Excellent ship

CTO Riker says:
karila:  get changed  we're going out  

Samurai says:
Ike: Open it up!!

EO Walde says:
CEO: See you.

TO Williams says:
CEO: You do that, ill have to do that too, sometime

CEO Starks says:
:: moves to a shop keeper's cart ::

CSO Ikari says:
::carefully opens up the package::

CTO Riker says:
<karila> RIKER: ok

CO Fowler says:
FCO: Guess I'll see about that 

Braun says:
FCO:  Yeah, but she has nothing on the Defiant class...

TO Williams says:
::Adjusts his really cool glasses:: EO: How ya doin? ::Grins::

CEO Starks says:
:: inspect a nice horta statue and reaches into the duffel bag to pay the shop keeper, then walks away admiring the new purchase ::

TO Williams says:
::Calls the bartender for a beer, then slowly sips his drink::

EO Walde says:
TO: Good, but I think I'm out of Ale.

CO Fowler says:
Braun: Nothing quite like your first ship, huh Jakob

FCO Horn says:
Braun: That depends on who is flying the ship ::grinning::

TO Williams says:
Bartender: An ale for the lady!

EO Walde says:
TO: What are you going to do for the next 72 hours?

TO Williams says:
<Bartender> ::Grunts and hand the EO a large mug of ale::

EO Walde says:
EO: Thanks.

Braun says:
:: looks wistfully :: CO:  Yeah... I guess you always remember your first one...

CTO Riker says:
::  me and  karila  finish dressing  and head to the club  ::

TO Williams says:
EO:: Hm.... I really don’t know... ::Grins at the passing ladies, as they smile back::

EO Walde says:
::Takes a large drink of the cold, pale Ale.

EO Walde says:
::

Samurai says:
Ike sees a short sword of excellent quality and craftsmanship and on closer inspection you recognize it as Andy’s sword

CEO Starks says:
:: finds a nice lounge chair right at the beginning of the beach in earshot of the crew, sets the horts on a table at the foot of the chair and sits back to enjoy the sunshine ::

EO Walde says:
TO: Window shopping?

CO Fowler says:
::Sees a small bar:: FCO/Braun: How about we go in there and drink a toast to first ships and good friends?

FCO Horn says:
::Looks questioning at the CO:: CO: Nan, are planning on leaving the Pharaoh?

TO Williams says:
EO: Or woman shopping ::Grins::

CSO Ikari says:
::slowly turns his gaze from the sword to the deliverer:: Samurai: Who sent this?

EO Walde says:
TO: That's what it looks like. ::Smiles::

Braun says:
:: grins :: CO:  I could use a beer...

CO Fowler says:
::Avoids answering Alex for now:: Braun: a Beer it is

TO Williams says:
::Sips his cold beer, listening to the ambient music::

Samurai says:
::In a voice Ike has heard before:: Ike: Andy did.  He gave me the scabbard, but I had to pull the sword out of a pirates chest.

CO Fowler says:
::Moves to a table:: FCO: What do you want to drink?

FCO Horn says:
::Follows her companions into the bar::

TO Williams says:
EO: You know, once this planet used to be a wasteland, until this revolutionary terraforming equipment. ::Grins::

FCO Horn says:
CO: I think I will have a Sunrise

CSO Ikari says:
::shakes his head a bit as he tries to take it all in:: Samurai: ... Just who are you?

Samurai says:
Ike: You ran off before I could give it to you the last time we spoke so here I am to complete the promise.:: Turns to walk away::

EO Walde says:
TO: The wonders of science.

CEO Starks says:
:: a local woman best described as a cabana girl comes by looks at the horta statue :: <woman> CEO: care for a back rub?

CEO Starks says:
woman: YES I WOULD!

Bar Patron says:
:: enjoys conversation with a co-worker after a hard day at work ::

Samurai says:
Ike: I am he whom you despise but your feelings are irrelevant to me.

Samurai says:
::Begins to transform::

FCO Horn says:
Braun: So what do you  do in Starfleet?

Host Rasta Mohn says:
ACTION: As happy hour approaches the bar begins to liven up

CSO Ikari says:
::eyes widen::

TO Williams says:
::Gets up from the bar stool and heads for Rasta_mohn:: Rasta_Mohn: Can I try your guitar?

CO Fowler says:
FCO: A sunrise, be right back

Braun says:
FCO:  I go where they tell me... previously served as CO of the Huron... and more recently attached to the USS Louisville...

TO Williams says:
::looks around:: Himself: He left... hm....

CO Fowler says:
::moves to the bar to get the drinks. The sunrise brings back sad memories::

Tomure says:
Ike: I have done what I told Andy I would do.  It is finished.

TO Williams says:
::Shrugs and heads back to the bar::

Host James Moore says:
TO:<Rasta> Ya sure brother. De E string id tune to de D. :: hands the axe to Ryan::

CSO Ikari says:
Tomure: Tomure, I uh... I don't know what to say.

FCO Horn says:
Braun:: "attached" sounds temporary ::pressing for information::

CO Fowler says:
Bartender: A sunrise, a beer and a white wine please. Bring it to that table there ::Points::

TO Williams says:
Rasta: Oh, there you are ::smiles and takes the guitar::

Tomure says:
Ike: I believe the correct response from your people would be thank you.

TO Williams says:
::Sits at the bar, beside Rasta, playing a slow sweet song::

Braun says:
:: frowns :: FCO:  It was not the best assignment... where's that beer...?

TO Williams says:
Himself: It HAS been awhile. ::Messes up a few notes::

Tomure says:
Ike: Go and show Nancy.  She will appreciate that it has been found.

CSO Ikari says:
::still a bit dumbfounded, staring at the sword:: Tomure: Yeah, I uh... yeah.

CO Fowler says:
::Moves back to the table:: FCO/Braun: So, are you two getting along? ::Smiles::

Tomure says:
Ike: but it is yours now.

FCO Horn says:
::smiles widely:: CO: So far.

Braun says:
CO:  Getting along just fine...

CSO Ikari says:
Tomure: I'll do that.  ::begins to walk away, but turns around:: Tomure: And thanks.

TO Williams says:
::Sings some notes to the Crew::  All: I lost my dearest....

Host James Moore says:
<Rasta>TO: Like swimmin’ in de ocean... ya can't forget man... sounds goot too!

Tomure says:
Ike: One more thing, don’t be so hard on yourself.  your a good man.

TO Williams says:
::Strums his guitar, trying not to mess up too much:: ALL: On the ocean far...

Tomure says:
::Smiles at Ike::

CO Fowler says:
::Puts her hand on Jakobs:: Braun/FCO: Good

FCO Horn says:
::takes a sip of her drink::

TO Williams says:
ALL: Shes so far away...

CO Fowler says:
::Takes her wine from the waiter and takes a sip::

TO Williams says:
ALL: But I'll see her again.... someday... ::smiles as a few women stop and clap at him::

CSO Ikari says:
::gives a little nod to Tomure, then makes his way to the bar, cradling Andy's sword::

CO Fowler says:
::Braun: I have shown Alex your flight plans. Andy's too

TO Williams says:
::Hands the guitar to Rasta:: Rasta: thanks

CEO Starks says:
:: slightly staggers up to the bar with the Horta in one hand and sunglasses on slanted with what seems to be lipstick on the collar and a dumb grin on my face :: ALL: wow the locals are...very friendly ::straightens sunglasses

BarPatron says:
:: gets his things together to head home ::

TO Williams says:
::Gos back to the crew, sipping his drink::

Braun says:
:: smiles at hearing Andy's name :: CO:  Still using them, eh...?

CO Fowler says:
::looks at Jimmy and laughs:: Braun: That's Jimmy the CEO ::Still laughing::

Braun says:
CO:  His guns and my flying...

CEO Starks says:
:: takes a seat by the Captain and crew ::

FCO Horn says:
Braun: I even used a couple of them for our missions

OPS Stidd says:
::enters the bar and looks around::

CEO Starks says:
:: reaches out hand to Braun :: Braun: good to meet you

Braun says:
CEO:  A pleasure to meet you Mr. Starks...

CO Fowler says:
Braun: Always! ::Quits laughing and looks at Jakob:: I always think a good Captain should use the best she can. 

CEO Starks says:
:: shakes hand and sit down again ::

TO Williams says:
::Bumps his phaser against the chair:: Mumbles: Should have never brougth it...

FCO Horn says:
CEO: Hello there Mr. Starks. Want anything to drink?

CSO Ikari says:
::steps into the doorway of the bar and sees the crew conversing::

CO Fowler says:
::Looks at Jakob:: Braun: Well I suppose this is as good as time as any. Ready?

CEO Starks says:
FCO: you know it Alex! ::raises horta over head and looks to bar :: Waiter: another one of what the captain here is having!

Braun says:
CO:  Captain, the place is yours...

FCO Horn says:
::Looks curiously at the CO::

OPS Stidd says:
;;Approaches the Captain:: CO: They have a most interesting array of flora here I have ever seen, quite fascinating indeed.

CO Fowler says:
::Stands and clinks her glass for attention::

CEO Starks says:
:: looks to captain ::

CO Fowler says:
OPS: Tell me more after I make an announcement. Please Stidd

CSO Ikari says:
::steps in and leans against a wall::

OPS Stidd says:
::Nods::

Host James Moore says:
ACTION: the din of the Bar subsides as the Captain begins to speak

CO Fowler says:
ALL: Crew of the Pharaoh, may I have your attention, please  :loud enough to be heard above the music::

CO Fowler says:
All: I have some news for you ::Looks at Jakob and motions him to stand too::

Braun says:
:: stands behind Captain Fowler ::

CO Fowler says:
All: I have been reassigned to the USS Sharikahr

CMO T’ryl says:
::walks in the room in time to here the CO's speech::

CEO Starks says:
:: mouth drops open ::

TO Williams says:
All: Wow...

FCO Horn says:
::drops drink::

OPS Stidd says:
::Raises an eyebrow in surprise::

CMO T’ryl says:
::is stunned by what she hears::

CO Fowler says:
::Motions for quiet:: All: But your new Captain is someone whom has first class knowalge of the Pharaoh. ::WInks at Jakob::

FCO Horn says:
::after a moment, composes herself and picks up spilled glass::

CO Fowler says:
All: Don't think for a minute that I won't miss you all, I will very much.  But ::Puts hand on Alexs shoulder:: I think it is time I move on to teach another crew to be a good as you ::Raises her glass::

Host James Moore says:
ACTION: A man walks up to the TO

CO Fowler says:
All: I now give you the new Captain of the Pharaoh Jakob Braun  ::Turns to Jakob::

Bar Patron says:
:: observes the festivities before leaving ::

TO Williams says:
::Looks up at the man:: ALL:: Oh my...

OPS Stidd says:
::Nods towards the Captain::

TO Williams says:
::Reaches behind his back for his phaser::

Host James Moore says:
TO: Well?! Look what the cat coughed up! Ryan Williams!

FCO Horn says:
::looks at the new Captain::

TO Williams says:
James: Hello ::Doesn't pull his phaser out.... just yet::

TO Williams says:
::Does a half-smile at James:: James: How are you?

Host James Moore says:
TO: Hey! no worry , I'm reformed. The slammer was the best thing that ever happened to me...really!

CMO T’ryl says:
::walks over to the New CO: Nice to meet you I am you CMO T'Ryl

CEO Starks says:
:: stands we'll miss you Captain but we wish you the best of luck on your new ship ::raises glass ::

Braun says:
Crew:  Ladies and gentlemen, there is no way I could hope to replace my friend Nancy as your Captain... I could only hope to fill her shoes as best as possible...

OPS Stidd says:
::Gives Vulcan Salute:: Braun: I am honored to serve, Captain.

Host James Moore says:
TO: How 'bout you. Made it through the Academy I see.

TO Williams says:
::Nods, pulls his arm back, leaving his phaser, calls the bartender for a drink for James::

TO Williams says:
James: Yeah, Lt Jr now, Tactical officer, on a defiant class ship, a nice little thing

FCO Horn says:
::stands up and gives hug to the CO:: CO: We will miss you

CO Fowler says:
All: Now you be nice to Captain Braun ::Gives Jakob a silly look:: Braun: Ever think we would be called Captains?

CEO Starks says:
:: moves to Nancy changing tone to serious :: captain, when do you ship out?

Braun says:
::laughs :: CO:  No, never... with all the trouble you and Andy and I got into I expected us to be in a brig...

CO Fowler says:
::Laughs at that:: Braun: Ahhh, the memories. ::Straight face:: But as brigs go.....

Host James Moore says:
TO: Thats alright man! For a while I hated you for testifying against me, but I learned some things... Ya can make as much living the honest way...

CO Fowler says:
CEO: When we leave here, Jimmy.  I'm going to miss you ::Gives Jimmy a hug::

TO Williams says:
::Nods:: James: Yes you can, so what are you doing here? ::smiles::

CMO T’ryl says:
::looks at the new CO:: Self: wonder what his medical history is?

CEO Starks says:
:: returns the hug :: CO: I still have some leave time.. need company on the trip?

OPS Stidd says:
Nancy: Captain, I will miss you but you gave me quite a lot while we were together. ::Taps head and hope she remembers the Mind meld::

CO Fowler says:
::A tear in her eye:: CEO: Oh, Jimmy! I would love a familiar face on the trip.  Thank you

CO Fowler says:
::Taps her head:: OPS: You did too, Stidd. Thanks

CEO Starks says:
CO: salutes it's set then ::smiles and moves over to Shinji ::

TO Williams says:
::Looks over at the crew, remembering what’s happening:: James: And now we're getting a new captain

CMO T’ryl says:
::starts to cry at the thought of a friend leaving:: Nancy: I will miss you

CEO Starks says:
CSO: where have you been buddy?

FCO Horn says:
::hearing the conversations, tear begins to form in eyes::

CSO Ikari says:
CEO: I uh, got a little visit from Tomure... ::holds up the sword::

CO Fowler says:
::Hugs T`Ryl:: CMO: I will miss you to ::Pats her tummy:: You have to let me know when ::Grins::

TO Williams says:
::Stands, hugs the CO:: CO: We'll miss you... All: I have a friend, from the academy i'd like you too meet......  James Moore. ::Smiles::

CEO Starks says:
:: takes off glasses to look at the sword :: CSO: my god, that's captain Terrence' s isn't it?

OPS Stidd says:
::Moves away from the crowd::

CMO T’ryl says:
::Smiles:: I ::thinks about Solok:: we will Nancy

Host James Moore says:
All: hello everyone ::sits back down::

CSO Ikari says:
::starts looking through the crowd:: CEO: Yeah, it's his.  I think Nancy needs to see this.

FCO Horn says:
::Sees the sword at the corner of her eye:: CSO: Where did you get it from?

CEO Starks says:
CSO: agreed 

CEO Starks says:
:: puts shades back on.. even though the only light is now torches or artificial

CSO Ikari says:
::walks up behind Nancy and taps her on the shoulder::

CO Fowler says:
All: I do have some unfinished business

CO Fowler says:
EO Walde: Emma please come here

Host James Moore says:
:: turns back to the TO: TO: Well Ryan, I gotta go, But yeah I really do forgive you... Have a nice trip.....

CO Fowler says:
Edit

OPS Stidd says:
::Watches from a distance:: Self: I will miss her, but I must accept that this is the way it is in SF.

TO Williams says:
James: Bye, I'll see ya around

CO Fowler says:
::Turns at Ikes tapping:: CSO: Yeas Ike ::Voice catches as she sees Andy's sword::

OPS Stidd says:
::Closes eyes to meditate::

Host James Moore says:
ACTION: As Moore stands to leave a wrist mounted 8 inch stiletto appears under his palm and quickly enters the TOs chest cavity.

CO Fowler says:
::She leans against Jakob::

Host James Moore says:
:: runs into the street to become lost in the crowd::

CSO Ikari says:
::stares at the sword along with Nancy::  CO: Yeah...

TO Williams says:
::Squrims and falls onto the ground, spasms flow through his body:: Ack!!

CMO T’ryl says:
::sees the TO< & runs to him: Moore: what are you doing

Braun says:
:: puts an arm around Nancy's waist :: CO:  I know... I know...

FCO Horn says:
::sees To fall and runs to his aid::

CEO Starks says:
:: see's the TO get hit by something in the man's hand and run's over to them ::

FCO Horn says:
ALL: RYAN

CEO Starks says:
:: jumps and tackles the attacker ::

CO Fowler says:
::Sees TO Williams:: All: Beam him to sick bay, T`Ryl now!

OPS Stidd says:
::hears the commotion and opens eyes to see TO on the floor::

CEO Starks says:
:: grabs the TO's Phaser and runs out of the bar ::

CMO T’ryl says:
::gets out a med. kit, :: TO:TO: you will be ok

CO Fowler says:
::Notices no beam out and hits her commbadge:: Comm: Medical emergency in the Tikki Hut. Get a med. team here STAT!

FCO Horn says:
Watches the Doc work:: CMO: How is he?

CMO T’ryl says:
::Looks at Nancy:: CO: we have to get him back to the ship or he will die

CSO Ikari says:
::shakes his head clear:: CO: The ship's powered down, no transporting to the sick bay.

CO Fowler says:
CMO: T`Ryl?  What do you need me to do?

CEO Starks says:
:: pushes through crowds yelling and looking for the man who attacked Ryan :: Crowd: get outta the way!!

OPS Stidd says:
CMO: May I be of assistance?

CMO T’ryl says:
::Works to hard on t Ryan to hear any one:: Self & TO: I will not lose you to

CO Fowler says:
OPS: Stidd do what you can

CEO Starks says:
:: still pushing in vein through the huge nighttime crowd with phaser in hand, some ppl noticing the weapon yell and run out of the way ::

CO Fowler says:
::Looks at Jakob:: Braun: Hell of a last day huh?

OPS Stidd says:
::begins Mind meld to keep the brain active::

Braun says:
:: frowns :: CO:  These "last days" seem to happen a lot as of late...

CMO T’ryl says:
::blood comes from everywhere:: ALL: he went into arrest

CO Fowler says:
::Bends down and says:: TO: You had better not die, Mister.

CO Fowler says:
::Frowns back as she looks up at Jakob:: Braun: I'm getting pretty tired of it too

Host John A says:
ACTION: The mind of the TO doesn't respond to the meld

CEO Starks says:
:: gets to a clearing and realizes that Ryan's attacker is long gone :: Self: DAMN IT!!

OPS Stidd says:
TO:~~~~~I am with you.  We are fine.  You are going to make it.~~~~~

FCO Horn says:
::watches everything that is going on:: Self: Not again

OPS Stidd says:
::Realizes that the mind meld is failing tries to go deeper into the TO's mind::

CO Fowler says:
::Stands by with her hands balled into fist::

FCO Horn says:
Self: This is no way for a warrior to die.

CEO Starks says:
:: jogs into bar phaser in hand :: ALL: I lost him, how's Rya...oh no

CO Fowler says:
::Moves over to Jimmy:: CEO: It doesn't look good

TO Williams says:
OPS:~~~~ Pain!.... Fear!.....~~~~

CSO Ikari says:
CEO: What happened???

Bar Patron says:
:: runs to the fallen person ::

Host John A says:
ACTION: A patron at the bar helps with the TO

CEO Starks says:
CSO: Ryan's old friend stabbed him then vanished

OPS Stidd says:
TO:~~~~~~ You are fine, I am with you. the pain is an illusion a ghost a phantom.~~~~~~~~~

Bar Patron says:
:: quickly assesses the patient ::


CSO Ikari says:
CEO: Heck of a friend.

CO Fowler says:
::While standing by Jimmy she notices the sword in Ikes hand:: CSO: Ike, where did you get that?

CEO Starks says:
:: grips phaser tightly ::

CMO T’ryl says:
::looks up everyone:: ALL: his heart is Beating again, & he is having labored Breathing but he is alive

CSO Ikari says:
::takes his gaze off of the TO:: CO: Huh?  Oh, Tomure gave it to me.  He said Andy wanted me to have it...

OPS Stidd says:
TO:~~~~~~~We are strong.  We will survive.  No Fear.~~~~~~~~~

CEO Starks says:
CMO: if he's stable you should be able to transport him to the medical center right?

CEO Starks says:
<EDIT stable >

TO Williams says:
OPS:~~~~NO!!! MAKE IT STOP!!!~~~~

CMO T’ryl says:
CEO: yes but by Shuttle

OPS Stidd says:
all:GREAT PAIN>>>>I CANT CONTROL!!!!!

CO Fowler says:
::::A couple of tears fall and she smiles sadly:: CSO: Ike, he would have wanted you to have it

Host John A says:
ACTION: Med. Techs enter the Bar and move the TO into a evac shuttle

OPS Stidd says:
TO:~~~~~ Help is here, it will stop ~~~~~~~~~

CO Fowler says:
::Smiles at Braun sadly:: Braun: Not exactly the way I had hoped to hand over the ship

FCO Horn says:
::smiles knowing that the TO is alive::

Braun says:
:: shakes his head ::

CSO Ikari says:
::can't stop his eyes from watering a little, he nods at Nancy::

Host John A says:
****End Pharaoh Mission******

CO Fowler says:
Wow! What can I say?

TO Williams says:
that was fun :)

CO Fowler says:
OOC People

TO Williams says:
Ikari, you DO have my sunglasses :)

Host John A says:
good one folks

TO Williams says:
and CEO has my phaser :)

Lee (Lee@ACTDNet-45904.saturn.bbn.com) has left the conversation.

TO_Williams (freakinace@ACTDNet-8650.bctel.ca) has left the conversation.

CO_Fowler (RODEONan@ACTDNet-13791.alliance.panhandle.net) has left the conversation.

CSO_Ikari (CSO_Ikari@ACTDNet-24596.ipt.aol.com) has left the conversation.

OPS Stidd says:
TOO KEWL!

OPS_Stidd (noone@129.137.90.ACTDNet-51940) has left the conversation.

